Logic & Rhetoric School Uniforms
In the Logic & Rhetoric School, students in all grades are required to purchase school uniform
clothing from Lands’ End only. The change from a dress code in the Grammar School to a
school uniform in the Logic & Rhetoric School is purposeful. It gives the Logic & Rhetoric
School a more polished, mature, academic feel which is conducive to learning and promoting
the high academic standards Providence is known for. And, of course, uniforms overall limit
classroom distractions and reduce potential student conflict.
Lands’ End has the Logic & Rhetoric Uniform Code on file. To purchase online, go to
landsend.com/school and create or sign in to your account. Include your student and school
information in My Account (or find our School using the Preferred School Number Search:
900053083). Start shopping with your personalized product checklist. It is important if you
purchase online from Lands’ End to create an account, as Providence receives a percentage
back on all purchases made by Providence families. Additionally, by creating an account, you
have access to obtaining our school logo on approved clothing items. To purchase by phone,
call 800-469-2222 and reference your student’s Preferred School Number 900053083, grade
level, and gender.
Logic & Rhetoric School Uniform Outline
LANDS’ END TOPS
Top Type

Logo Required?

Color Options

Polo (L/S)

YES

White, Classic Navy

Oxford* (L/S)

NO

White

Cardigan Sweater

YES

Classic Navy

V-neck Sweater#

YES

Classic Navy

V-neck Vest#

YES

Classic Navy

Sport Coat (boys)#

NO

Classic Navy

Tie* (boys)

NO

Dark Purple/Gold Stripe
(order through Providence)

*Denotes REQUIREMENT on Chapel days. # Denotes OPTIONAL on Chapel days.
“L/S” means long or short sleeve allowed.
NOTE: For girls, cami undergarments MUST be worn under ALL shirts.

LANDS’ END BOTTOMS
Bottom Type

Logo Required?

Color Options

Dress Pants*

NO

Khaki*, Classic Navy

Dress Shorts

NO

Khaki, Classic Navy

Skirt* (girls)

NO

Khaki*, Classic Navy,
Classic Navy Plaid

NO

Classic Navy, White (leggings)

(* boys on chapel days)

(* girls on chapel days)

Leggings/Nylons (girls)

*Denotes REQUIREMENT on Chapel days. # Denotes OPTIONAL on Chapel days.
NOTE: Leggings/nylons are only allowed to be worn under skirts or dress pants. They are not allowed to be
worn alone.

HOUSE DRESS UNIFORM ACCESSORY
Accessory

Logo Required?

Cross Tie (girls)

NO

Tie (boys)

NO

Color Options
Dependent upon
House Color Scheme
Dependent upon
House Color Scheme

NOTE: Worn on special ‘House Days’ only. Order through Providence.

SHOES/SOCKS/BELTS
Type

Logo Required?

Color Options

Dress Shoe (boys)

NO

Brown

Flat Dress Shoe (girls)

NO

Brown

Socks (boys)

NO

Navy or Brown

Socks (girls)

NO

White Socks, ‘Nude’ Colored
Nylons/Knee Highs, White or
Classic Navy Knee High Socks

Belt

NO

Dark Brown

SHOES NOTE: There is not a specific brand of dress shoe that boys and girls must wear with their uniforms.
They just need to be a slip-on or tie style dress shoe in any shade of brown. Contact the school for suggestions.
SOCKS NOTE: Socks and nylons do not have to be Lands’ End brand. Adhere to color specifications.
BELT NOTE: Belts do not have to be Lands’ End brand. Adhere to color specifications.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS
Type

Logo Required?

Color Options

Crew Neck Plain T-shirt

NO

Gray

Athletic Shorts/Pants

NO

Classic Navy, Black

Athletic Capris (girls)

NO

Classic Navy, Black

Tennis Shoes

NO

No Limitations

SHIRT NOTE: No form fitting shirts are allowed. Shirts do not have to be Lands’ End brand.
SHORTS/PANTS/CAPRIS NOTE: No form fitting shorts, pants, or capris are allowed. Shorts must go no higher
than two inches above the knee. Students may wear athletic shorts over navy, black, or gray leggings. Athletic pants
must be wind pants or sweat pants. Shorts/pants/capris do not have to be Lands’ End brand.
SHOE NOTE: Students can choose any athletic style tennis shoe. There are no color or style limitations.

School Dress Code & Uniform Enforcement
The school faculty, Principal, and Headmaster will enforce the School Dress Code & Uniform
Policy. Interpretation and application of the policy standards will be the responsibility of the
Headmaster.
If the Headmaster deems the infraction a “sin of ignorance” or a “sin of forgetfulness,” he will
take note of the incident and ask the student not to wear the offending item or forget the
required item again. In addition, beginning in 3rd grade, forgetting a required dress code item
will result in a loss of recess for the Grammar School student and a detention (e.g. lunch
detention or various school chores) for the Logic & Rhetoric School student.
If the Headmaster deems the infraction a “sin of rebellion,” an incident of disobedience will be
recorded and handled by the terms of the Discipline Policy. Furthermore, beginning in 3rd
grade, a student will receive an office visit after three dress code violations.

